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Seek thermal compact

* Seek Thermal Compact thermal imaging camera is one of the most powerful devices for smartphones to offer the XR version* for the standard version. There is a standard model* and an Extended Range version* for a price overcharge. We tested the device in detail and compared the two variables. Learn more about the strengths and weaknesses of this
thermal imaging camera attachment for mobile phones, as well as possible applications! Seek Thermal Compact Standard Range/Test commissioning, packaging and first impression Extended Range Seek Thermal Compact is a thermal imaging camera plug-in device for smartphones like the iPhone and already delivers incredible performance. It was
developed in California, USA and has been available in Germany since mid-2015. The target group is tech enthusiasts and parties interested in thermography. Seek Thermal also replaces those who need a compact IR device. The thermal imaging camera is compatible with many Android and iPhone devices and connects with a plug to the phone under the
Lightning/Micro-USB connector. Packaging fulfills its purpose and means home page and related application for more information. The storage box is very strong. The very stable storage box and the camera's robust body are commendable. The manufacturer states that the carrying case is even waterproof - plus the point for it. Closing the box is really tight
and an accidental opening certainly doesn't occur. The thermal imaging camera itself is almost so small that you have to be careful not to lose it. He survived a minor drop in the test. It fits in any pocket and can be moved anywhere. If necessary, it will quickly be plugged into your iPhone or Android phone and you're turned off. Ideal for do-it-yourselfers who
always want a thermal imaging camera ready for use. Thanks to its compact dimensions, each host is in the pocket. A small ring that matches the box's eye permission is also included, allowing the carrying ring to be added. The right ends up directly into practice with a sweep. iPhone immediately detects the device and offers to download the appropriate
software from the app store or launch the app if it's already installed. So the plus point for a well integrated application. For Android users, of course, Google's Play Store is the right app. Interestingly, the camera can be connected to the iPhone in two different way. Because the Lightning connector is symmetrical, you can connect the camera to the user itself,
normally looking forward or in selfie mode. Unfortunately To hear the sound of a click every two seconds some people find annoying. This is the sensor's self-calibrating, which leads to a very short interruption of the video when recording video. Other thermal imaging cameras also perform this calibration, but with seek thermal compact this is only noticeable
acoustically. However, when taking pictures, this is not unkable and no longer bothers. The images and practical test fits the iPhone 5 despite the protective case. The standard model has a fixed focus and therefore you don't need to be set separately. This makes the process a little easier because you can concentrate fully on the thermal image. In the
Extended Range variant, the lens can be replaced in front via a rotating wheel until you get a sharp image. This may take some time, but the sharpest setting is usually on. The XR version therefore can cover a much higher viewing depth and also has a smaller FOV. Additional display modes. Although the sensor resolution for a smartphone attachment is too
high, a real image fusion would be desirable. This helps recognize objects in an IR image and also improves images in terms of usability. Seek Thermal's thermal images look a bit grainy, but can be activated in the software-smoothable menu. Despite the frequent self-calibration, temperature detection is a bit wrong, but this does not affect the picture itself.
However, the res <2> measured values were well recorded in the test. Therefore, the thermal sensitivity of the thermal imaging camera is commendable. A setting for the emission coefficient would be good and possibly absolute readings would have been improved. Temperature data doesn't return. The appropriate smartphone app, for example, has a wide
range of adjustment options, with a temperature threshold adjustable where only warmer temperatures can be marked. A temperature min/max detection is also possible. Temperature detection usually does not return when you turn the smartphone 90°. You must disable the smartphone's rotation lock separately. There are interruptions in the test for the high
power consumption of this thermal imaging camera module. Unfortunately, an iPhone 5 battery won't last very long with Seek Termal. If you make a lot of really intense pictures and videos, half an hour later it might already be finished. Therefore, you must have a charger in your hand. As a small trick, you can also go into airplane mode and turn off screen
lighting to save additional power. Window with Seek Thermal. This low cost thermal imaging camera provides good images of windows that are already closed. After all make explanations about insulation and seal status. In any case, the standard version of seek thermal compact has an advantage here if there is very little space. The thermal imaging camera
works at night as well as during the day, just as the sensor detects infrared radiation. But it certainly makes it possible to say that you can create better pictures in winter. The details can be seen better thanks to the high temperature contrast, especially when used for exterior shots of buildings. When searching for animals or people, the practice in winter has
also been significantly simplified. A body with 30 °C quickly stands out in the background of 2°C. However, if you want to inspect solar parks and solar modules, they should already be hot, delivering power so that thermal abnormalities can be more easily detected. With a resolution of 206 x 156 pixels, this product is in the entry-level range compared to
traditional thermal imaging cameras, but is at the forefront among smartphone attachments. In fact, the device is relatively cheap, as thermal imaging cameras can quickly cost several thousand euros. Both variants have a detectable temperature range from -40 °C to 330 °C, which is very good. The corresponding wavelength range ranges from 7.2 microns
to 13 microns. It can also be used separately for a number of android smartphones and iPhones. In the standard version, the field of view is 36° and the Extended Range version is 20 °. Weighing just 14 g and 4.4 x 2.5 x 2.5cm in size, it is perhaps the smallest thermal imaging camera on the market. Seek Thermal XR range. According to the manufacturer,
the standard version has a range of 304 meters. In contrast, the XR achieves almost twice as much at 548 meters. However, there should also be a distinction between detection, detection and identification. Seek Thermal App's app offers a lot of settings options for the thermal imaging camera. The screen can be configured to be marked with color only
below or above a threshold temperature of the relevant areas. A color selection of an isotherm is also possible. The activated function is very practical to automatically mark the hottest and coldest spot in the picture. A simple temperature measurement (plus sign) in the middle of the image is also possible, of course. However, a scale of the closed
temperature range is missing. Switching between image and video mode is easy with a button. We couldn't set a limit on the recording time in the test, but it's probably ultimately limited to battery life. Temperature units include Celsius, Fahrenheit and Kelvin. Screen format can be between 16:9 and 4:3 Selectable. The date and time, as well as GPS
coordinates and the Search logo, are displayed as watermarks. Geotagging of JJPs can also activate seperate. This is of course already very good for the Thermal Compact Seek price category. You can see all the adjustable functions again in our test video: another advantage of this thermal imaging camera's wide color palettes is that there are a number of
color palettes to choose from: White, Black, Iron, Cool, Amber, Indigo, Tyrian, Glory and Envy. He's leaving nothing to ask for here. Visible Spectrum White Tyrian Iron Indigo Glory Envy Cool Black Amber Color palette White or Black is great if you need a visual help in the dark. But if you want to detect an object that lives from a distance, the palette Glory is
pretty good, although it tends to noise. Tyrian provides relatively familiar images for people who are easy to interpret. While examining a car in the workshop, the color palette Amber did pretty well. Also in the solar park, Amber is perhaps the best setting for detecting defective cells. Problems displaying in-picture images The image representation in the
picture is missing. What doesn't work correctly in the test is the image transition. In the app, you can add a visible image of the digital camera integrated into the smartphone next to the IR image. They can then stand side by side and the separation wall can be moved anywhere between the IR image and the visible image. However, two screens side by side
are always on the horizon – no matter how the smartphone is rotated. Unfortunately, tuning two of the picture is not helpful. Seek probably had to do a calibration for each smartphone because the IR sensor and CMOS sensor are at different distances from the cell phone mobile phone. This is of course very difficult and just doesn't work when tested with an
iPhone 5. Other users report similar experiences with this display mode. Other thermal imaging cameras solved the problem by integrating the IR sensor and digital camera sensor side by side. It is also not uncommon to set a subsequent calibration option and object distance. Seek Thermal's in-picture image function is probably more than just a trick to
understand, but it's not possible to use it in practice. It is better to take a separate photo of the object only examined with your mobile phone or a DSLR. Seek Thermal Compact's video function The camera can also record video, but the refresh rate is up to 9 Hz and audio is not recorded. Our tremor (calibration) can be detected during recording. Otherwise,
the image quality of the video looks relatively good and a little shaky. The 50-second test video requires about 19 MiB on the iPhone. Application Areas Possible Application: Standard RangeExtended Range Real Sanitary Equipment Equipment Electric Wild Hunting Shipping Camping Animal Search Safety Technology Standard version so a large area of
view is good wherever desired. So it's closed, researching technical equipment. The design is also ideal for controlling control cabinets and fuses. Solar parks can also be controlled. The strengths of the Extended Range version are at a high depth of view. Due to adjustable focus, it is ideal for land monitoring or animal search. It is also practical to find the
game where the hunt is killed again. The range is very high and people can also be detected behind bushes and branches from a great distance. If you want to examine electronically, the XR version is also preferred. Just set the focus for a close-up and you can recognize the expert and even examine the smallest SMD blocks. However, if a window is to be
examined, a distance of at least 4 meters is required, which is often impractice. Then choosing the standard version is better. Both versions are very suitable for the operation of solar parks. You can quickly detect large outages and investigate them more closely if necessary. Huntingxr version. Scope of Delivery Seek Thermal Compact thermal imaging
camera storage box for hard plastic splash insulated storage box key key switching It is worth mentioning that there is a commercially available mounting frame for the thermal imaging camera, so that a camera can be mounted in a triple. It can then be connected to the smartphone via an extension cable. This makes sense if you want to create high-quality
images and maintain the captured viewing angle and cutting angle. If the camera is kept very quiet during recording, you really get maximum image quality. Conclusion – Seek Thermal Compact thermal imaging camera plug-in module A fascinating combination of mobility and performance Make Seek Thermal the ideal professional tool for builders, security
services and do-it-yourselfers. For a small money, seek thermal compact can be technically upgraded and entered into thermography. There are several minor vulnerabilityes, such as high power consumption and poor image migration. Otherwise, however, the recordings are quite useful and comparable to a lot of expensive thermal imaging cameras.
Roughly, it can be said that the standard version is more for the interior and the XR version for the outdoors. Therefore, if you need more performance in terms of depth of view, the Extended Range version is a good idea. Especially when it comes to object protection and hunting, this model is just right. Right.
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